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MARKET FACTS
AT A GLANCE
•

Unprecedented quarterly growth in the
GTA industrial market rent at $11.10/SF
as compared to $10.81/SF at the end of
Q4 2019.

•

The GTA industrial market’s vacancy
rate at 1.3% at the end of Q1 2020.

•

The GTA market’s availability rate rose
to 2.8%.

•

Total 13 million SF under construction.
Short term delays for most non-essential
construction projects due to Covid-19.

•

E-commerce sales have spiked driven
by demand for the delivery of essential
items. Supply Chain still remains among
the most essential sectors.
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LESSON LEARNED
BY: JESSE MICAK

Within the industrial real estate landscape, just like there are
good tenants and bad tenants, there are good landlords and bad
landlords. However, these two groups of landlords have different
motivations and they will typically structure a lease term or lease
negotiation accordingly. While every landlord is unique, the one
thing they have in common is that they – like all of us – are there to
turn a profit. So, know who you are dealing with.
Institutional Landlord:
• Cash rich; deep pockets.
• Large leasing team that tends to be sophisticated; compensated
via commission and performance.
• Willing to let a building go vacant if they don’t obtain the face rent
or capitalization rate they need for their quarterly reports and proformas;
• Generally, incent tenancies by way of free rent, improvement
allowances and/or cash inducements in exchange for the preferred
face rent on the building.

Not long ago, our team was conducting a performance audit and
productivity improvement study for an apparel distributor that had 18
months remaining on their lease term. From early discussions with
this client we got the impression that moving would be difficult and
they wanted to remain in their current 150,000 SF building. Upon
review and analysis, we concluded that through a reengineering of
the warehouse, they could reduce up to 25% of their area.

• Tend to dispose of/acquire buildings by way of portfolio trades,
rather than stand-alone building transactions.

After a few rounds of back and forth between the landlord and
tenant, including LIDD’s re-engineering, the landlord moved their
needle and allowed the tenant to remain in the entire 150,000
building for a 7-year lease term.

Entrepreneurial Landlord:

The real value to the tenant was created by the following:

• Wide range of ownership types; some may be very influential in
individual markets; some may hold very few real estate assets.

Throughout the negotiation, the landlord conceded and agreed that
the tenant would only have to pay rent on the 75% (112,500 SF)
that they needed for the first three years of the term. The tenant
would have access to 100% of the building (150,000 SF), so the
extra 25% (37,500 SF) would be free to the tenant and off the rent
roll. In addition, the tenant’s awareness of their landlord’s operating
philosophy benefitted them greatly, with over $500,000 in savings
over a three-year period.

• Tend to adverse to long term vacancies within a building.
• Rarely face rate or capitalization rate sensitive.
• Generally, not motivated to provide free rent or cash inducements
to secure tenancies but are often more flexible on the face rent.

CASE STUDY

Company: Shepherd Hardware Products LTD. (“Shepherd”) is a
distributor of general duty and industrial casters, replacement wheels
and floor protection products. The company is headquartered out of
Three Oaks, Michigan, and has a global presence with distribution
centres in Canada, Mexico, England, France, Australia, China and
the United States.
Challenge: Faced with an upcoming lease expiry at their Markham
facility, Shepherd wanted to evaluate how to better service their
customers, while promoting long term growth and sustainability for
the company.

Response: LIDD was hired to help develop a long-term network
capacity plan that provided Shepherd with the necessary
infrastructure to promote growth in North America and to most
effectively reach their consumer market. Concurrently, LIDD’s
real estate advisory team was engaged to begin a dialogue with
Shepherd’s current landlord at their Markham facility to discuss
their upcoming lease expiry.
Solution: LIDD’s integrated model was used to understand
Shepherd’s operation on a deeper level and to help Shepherd make
strategic decisions based on an exhaustive set of data gathered by
LIDD’s supply chain engineers. A competitive negotiation strategy
was created which aided in maximizing leverage with the current
landlord. The end result was an extension of Shepherd’s 47,000
SF lease with basic rent below market ask, as well as a tenant
improvement allowance to allow Shepherd to modernize the facility.
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